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It gives me great pleasure to be able to speak with you directly through this
monthly eNewsletter. I know that you are going to like the educational
information that you will be receiving about Centered Riding over the coming
months and, hopefully, for many years to come.
Ever since I was a tiny girl, I have loved horses. My first introduction to riding
a horse came when I was only two or three years old. Back then, the garbage
man came along with a horse and wagon to collect the trash. My mom and I
would wait by the window and rush out to see him as he arrived in front of our
house. The excitement would well up inside of me as I ran out the front door
and journeyed down the front path to see my four-legged friend. Up they would
lift me to sit on the garbage man’s horse. Of course, I didn’t go anywhere, but
just sitting on his back brought such a thrill! It imprinted a memory that would
never be forgotten for the next ninety-three years.
Who would have known back then that my rendezvous with the garbage man would be a sign of good
things to come! Some sixty-three years later, at the age of 65, my love of horses inspired me as I
started teaching the concepts of what is now known as Centered Riding . Upon my “retirement” from my
job with the Holstein Association of America, I began to teach riding to my friends. Before long, I was
traveling up and down the east coast teaching many people. Now the teachers I taught are teaching
new teachers across the United States, Canada and in many European countries.
Centered Riding has brought so much meaning to my life over the last thirty years. Now, at almost 95
years of age, I live with great satisfaction and pride, feeling that I have accomplished what I set out to
do. I am blessed with the feeling that my life and my dreams have come full circle. It warms my heart
when I receive correspondence from people all over the world, sometimes from young children, telling
me what a difference Centered Riding has made to them as teachers, riders and for their horses.
Centered Riding is not about lofty ideals or selling books. For me, Centered represents all that is good
in today’s world, and the people I have come to know through this “centered” journey have become my
friends and family. As I write this today, I realize that Centered Riding was my vision of what can be
when we tear down the human armor and give a little of ourselves to one another and our four legged
friends.

